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THE STRATEGY OF THE ATLANTIC
The Atlantic has three significant Great Powers indigenous to it.
On the one side is the United States, and on the other Great Britain
and Germany, the

conti~ental

power which by reason of geographic position,

population, industrial equipment, and military power occupies a predominant position in Europe.

othe r. European Powers may be considered as

potential allies or satellites of either Great Britain or Germany.
The balance of power would change fundamentally in the event of a
British defeat.

For a Britain once shorn of her sea power could be too

easily controlled from the Continent to permit her eventual restoration.
A defeat of Germany, as in 1918, on the other hand, probably would not
·permanently remove the German nation as a vital counter in the politics
of power.

The Germans &-.re too many and too able--some would add too

perverse.

And unlike England, Germany could not be completely controlled

merely by blockade or the threat of it, but only by the much greater
effort of prolonged ~litary occupation and/or other sanctions.
The latent threat of an aggressive, expansive Germany nursing the
ambition finally to assert dominance in the Atlantic area must ever remain
the essential basis · of rapport between the United States and England.
Community of language, tradition, and political institutions, a mutual
sympathy for each other's national ideals and modes of life--these remain
of great importance.

But they can never cement as close a tie as can a

common fear of aggression from the European continent.
The next factor to be considered is the peculiar configuration of
the Atlantia.

Compared to the Pacific, which comprises almost an entire

hemisphere, the Atlantic is relatively narrow.

Moreover, its north-south

axis. is bent, so that the closest trans-oceanic landfall from Natal on
the coast of Brazil is not to eastward but to northeastward, and the
continent of South America is not directly south of North America but
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south of the North Atlantic.

It should be noticed also that the north-

south axis of the Atlantic extends over a distance nearly half the cir-cum.f'erence. of the earth.

The .narrowness of the Atlantic has been amply

stressed in current discussions of American defense problems, but the
significance of its length must not be overlooked, because it too has
direct bearing on those same problems.

This is all the more true in

that strategically the North Atlantic and the South Atlantic are
divisibie.

in~

The tropical and equatori&l calms may have presented m.ome

slight obstacle to naval movements in days of sail, but such is

oer~

tainly not the case today.
The result of this peculiar political and geographic pattern is that
Great Britain and the United States are mutually, though perhaps not
equally, dependent upon each other for their security.

For the United

States this has always been true, although probably it is more true now
than formerly.

For Great Britain this situation of dependence upon

.America is of relatively recent development.

From the time that she

attained naval ascendancy over the world, down practically to the end
of the nineteenth century, Great Britain was able by

he~

own strength to

assure not only her security but also her ability to exercise an extraordinary. one

~ght

in world affairs.

almost say di5proportionate, measure of influence
Changes of military technology, as

we~l

as changes of

an economic and sociological nature, .have altered that situation con...
siderably.
The various machines of underwater w~rfare--the mine, torpedo, and
submarine--rendered obsolete the old ·practice of close blockade~

In the

old wars, th.a Royal Navy' 1:1 main effqrt was :usually made on .the enemy ts
ooa,st~. wh~re the hostile fleet was kept locked within its ports.

But

the Russo-Japan~se War of 1904-5 was the last major war in which one side
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carried on a successful close blockade of the enemy fleet. and even in
that instance the blockaders at Port Arthur suffered severely from
anchored mines.
1~14.

And two years before the outbreak of the World War of

the British Admiralty cancelled its strategic plan of a close

blockade of Germany.

The submarine. underestimated as it was. had be-

come too potent a weapon.

The modern form of distant blockade is bound

to be iess 'effective than the old and requires a greater margin of
superiority of naval strength.
The War of 1914-18 brought Great Britain some bitter surprises and
one enduring realization.

The German submarine campaign against commerce

proved that thenceforth no surface connnand of the. seas. howev.e r complete.
was itself sufficient.

In the absence of su.bsurface command, the decision

on the seas was likely to go not to the belligerent with the stronger navy
but to the. one least vulnerable

to interrupted communications.

The great growth of military aviation during and after the World War
of 1914-18 carried the consequences of the submarine a long step forward •.
and added besides a new and serious threat to .sea power.

As the capture

of Crete demonstrated. the airplane made it possible for a belligerent to
launch violent attacks against nearby land objectives over a body of water
commanded by an opposing fleet.
wise

sho~ed

The Norwegian and Crete campaigns like-

that even the most powerful of fleets is vulnerable in narrow

waters to attack by land-based aircraft.
Another naval weapon which has been much blunted with time is the
ability of the superior naval power to menace strategic points on the
periphery of her enemy's sphere of dominance.

For the amphibious opera-

tion--invasion by sea--which the submarine and airplane have made so much
more hazardous • . has been diminished in effectiveness by the great development of motor transportation by land and air.

Today. the gigantic armies

-4which carry out modern campaigns can be moved much more quickly over land
than they can by water.

No longer can huge land armies be immobilized

by much smaller ones enjoying the free use of the sea.
Also, until the closing decades of the nineteenth century, England
was the richest and the most industrialized nation in the world, enjoying in these respects a relative ascendancy much greater than that of the
United States today.

The Victorian golden age of British political

supremacy coincided with the age of British coal and iron supremacy.
Only in the last decade of the nineteenth century did the United States
and Germany surpass Great Britain in iron and steel production, and it
was two decades more before the United States was able to match her in
command of financial resources.

British gold could sustain and equip

allies; occasionally it could even buy them.

Today, instead of being

the first industrial nation of the world, Great Britain is only a poor
third.
The advances in industrial technology and the great improvements in

.

overland transportation by motor as well as by rail, have also served to
reduce somewhat the economic efficacy of blockade at sea.

For while our

complex modern industry during peacetime is more dependent than formerly
upon a wide range of raw materials, many of which have to be imported
from distant regions, during wartime or during n time of preparation for
war it is

o~en

able by moans of new techniques to adjust itself to the

use of substitute materials.

Thus, while rubber is far more necessary to

industry than it was a generation ago,. it can be largely replaced if
necessary by synthetic resins which any technologicalUy advanced country
can manufacture within its own boundaries.

Similarly, improvements in

transportation by land have enabled any nation which controls a l~rge
land area to mobilize the resources of that area to a degree hitherto
unknown.
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Besides, the nature of war has changed during the last hundred
years.

In the nineteenth century, wars were usually between governments

rather than peoples, and were waged in a spirit quite different from
tha t which characterizes the life-and-death national struggles of the
I

twentieth century.

The French naval historian Chevalier, writing in

1900, was able to assert, and to document his assertion with

~onvincing

evidence, that England could always bo made to sue for peace simply by
causing dissatisfaction among her merchants through injury to their
conunerce.

However exaggerated this view might have been even then, no

nation today can be made to sue for peace merely by causing it severe
commercial loss.

By such changes the power of naval blockade is further

diminished, for if the blockaded nation can subsist at all it will carry
on until actually defeated in battle on land.
It is therefore easy to see why England can no longer carry on
alone, as she did in Napoleonic times, an effective defense against an
enemy Power dominating the Continent.

But how has the situation changed

for the United States? Why should that great nation, separated by two
oceans from any possible aggressors, need for its security the support
and cooperation of a Britain

~ose

relative power has admittedly suffered

a considerable decline?
Some historians have emphasized the fact that the American colonies
did not bid for their independence until they felt themselves able by
their own strength to defend themselves against their neighbors.

France

had been ousted from contiguous territories, and Spain was obviously too

weak to be a menace.

And a~er they had achieved their independence and

formed a union, the resulting nation pursued a foreign policy directed
Primarily towards removing the possibility of European aggression by way

ot adjoining territories.

The pronouncement of the Monroe Doctrine was
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simply a move in accordance with this dominant pattern.
Yet it is meaningful that the Doctrine was not promulgated until
the principle had been more or less suggested by the British Foreign
Minister1 e.nd thus not until British acquiescence was assured.

The

hi story of the lack of .American implementation of this Doctrine during

the first sixty-five years of its existence bears out that point. for
r·

d~ring

that. time the United States made little effort to build up a

navy adequate to enforoe it.

'Ihe Monroe Doctrine opera·t ed very largely

on British sufferance and support.
The principle of the Monroe Doctrine was by no means as essential
to the security of the United States at that time as it is today.
was no Pana.ma Canal; there were no bombers.
the South .American continent was remote.

There

In point of traveling time

The sailing vessel bound from

an eastern United States port to any port south of Pernambuco had to
travel eastward across the Atlantic almost to the Azores before turning
into the northeast trade winds.

Besides, European annies did not possess

,

the great advantage over quasi-colonial forces in techniques and materiel
that they have today.

Great Britain and Spain had failed to quell the

revolt of their colonies in the Americas.

France lost thousands of men

to disease in Haiti, and Napoleon III later wasted more thousands in a
campaign in Mexico that wo.s far from brilliantly successful.

The Monroe

Doctrine was to the European Powers not much more than an additionnl
dissuasion from enterprises that in many instances were already far from
attractive.
The situation now is totally different.

A great and aggressive

militaty Power like Germany would, if it had a foothold anywhere in the
Americas, become a very considerable menace to the security of the
United States, abd that foothold would be more easily obtained than
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I

formerly.

The technology of the twentieth centure has enormously in-

creased the disparity in force previously existing between the armies
of the European Great Powers and those of lesser nations overseas.

One

needs but compare the successful Italian campaign in Abbysinia in 1936
·: · . i. ;·

with the abysmal failure of 1896.

Moreover, it is precisely Germany

that has developed to its acme the modern techniques of political and
semi-military infiltration covered by the term . "fifth column."
. .'C'

The gateway to German penetration into this hemisphere lies
primarily in Latin America.

All of southern South America is far

~re

dependent economically upon integration with Europe tha:n with the
United States.

In many Latin-American countries there are already

large populations of German and Italian origin or derivation, and these
have demonstrated a strong a:ttachment to their "mother" countries and
to the political creeds which those countries have fostered.

Besides,

all of South America south of the Brazilian bulge is about as close to
Europe as to the United States, or closer.

It is not as far from the

naval base of Dakar and the port of Freetown in Africa as from the proposed new base at Trinidad, even though the latter is itself practically
a part of the South American continent.
In

a recent article in Foreign Affairs, Eugene Staley points out

that South America is as much overseas to the United States as to Europe,
and a good deal farther away.

"The problem of defending South America,"

he says, "is a maritime, not a continental problem•••• Those soporific .
calculations about the number of ships an invader would have to have in
order to send an expeditionary force from Europe to the United States,
and about the perils to which such a force would be exposed from land-

baaed defenders, would apply to us in reverse, once command of the South
Atlantic has passed
to the Axis."
_

Dr • St a 1 ey present s a s t rang. argumen
·
t

-a' thesif!I that .American defense has been augmented by
against Lindbergh's

the development of aviation; which presumably has had the effect of decree.sing the vulnerabiiity of a. whole continent to attack from without-that is, by way of the aea.s--while increasing the vulnerability of ariy
country to attack from forces on the same continent.

"The advantage

of land-based aviation against sea attack," Staley asserts, ''would be

...

:

our advantage only if we can assume .that the United States can count
on getting and holding and supplying bases in that distant overseas
territory on the east coast of South America, and that we can prevent ·
the Axis from doing so. u
The question might well be asked, how could the Axis secure that
foothold in South America in the face of an American fleet in the
Atlantic, especially in view of America's recent acquisition of new
strategic bases in the Caribbean?

Apart from political considerations,

the answer lies, in the configuration of the Atlantic and of the continent of South .America.

The southernmost base of the United States and

practically the easternmost as well, when it is completed, will pe
Trinidad.

Trinidad lies at about 62° West Longitude and 10° North

Latitude.

From

t~is

point the coast of South .America runs east-southeast

to about 35° West Longitude and 5° South Latitude.

From Trinidad to

Pernambuco (Recife) on the Bra.ziiian bulge is about 2,000 miles, and
from Pernambuco to the Strait of Magellan is another 3,200 miles.
all

In

that distance the United States has not a single base, while Dakar

is about 1,860 miles from Natal on the Brazilian ooast, and Freetown is
even closer.

Moreover, the political situation in Latin America is such

that the United States can by no means count with assurance on being
'90luntar1ly granted the privilege of building naval and air bases at
•trategically necessary points.
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But even if the United States had bases at Pernambuco

a~d

to south-

ward--and without such bases the defense of South .America from a strong
-enemy based on Dak;ar would be extraordinarily difficult, if not impossible--the problems of the American Navy would be far from solved.
There is a tendency to discuss the acquisition of the bases in the

., ' 1

Caribbean as though they alone suffice to . make the American position
in the North and Middle Atlantic impregnable.

Bases are necessary to

a fleet, but it is too often overlooked that fleets are also necessary
to a base before the latter can really ftmction as an outpost of defense.
At present two great fleet anchorages are being prepared,. at Puerto
•,.

Rico and at Trinidad.

These are relatively close to. each other--about

600 miles--but an American fleet based at either of these points would
still be thousands of miles from any base it might be fortunate enough
to possess on or south of the bulge of Brazil.

Even if the United

States had such bases, where would her fleet be stationed?

If it were

kept at Trinidad, it would still be more than 4,000 miles from
Montevideo.

If it were moved southward, the entire North Atlantic

would be left uncovered, and it might be presumed that an Axis victorious
over England in the present war would have the Azores as well as Dakar.
Thus the length of the Atlantic as well as its narrowness affects the
problems of its defense.
The difficulty facing the United States would be the difficulty
facing any maritime Power which found itself unable to assume the naval
offensive against its enemy.

Action against an Axis thrust would have

to be localized at the point where the thrust had occurred, and it
could not even begin until a considerable ~ime had elapsed, during which
the Axis forces would have had ample opportunity to consolidate their
position.

A long, careful preparation on the part of the Axis, both

-10political and military, would assure a rapid progress of that consolida-tion.

Unless the American fleet had a base within striking range of the

scene of action, and unless it possessed naval superiority to the
attacker, its hope for any successful counter action would be small;
and if it had these things, its scope of action would still be limited,
at least initially, to an attempt to intercept the communications of
the enemy at sea.

If the Axis had meanwhile established air bases in

the invaded territory, air power would be on their side, since the
planes carried by a battle fleet are too limited in number and in performance to be able to compete v.rith a strong land-based force.
If the European aggressor threatens two widely separated points
sim'ultaneously, the strategic problems of the United States are multiplied manifold.

The American Navy cannot divide its main battle force

unless each part is superior, or at least not substantially inferior,

to the entire battle force at the disposal of the enenzy-.

America is

not likely to enjoy so great a superiority, despite her current effort
to provide a two-ocean navy.

The United States Fleet would have to

destroy the enemy battle force before it could disperse its own naval
atrongth sufficiently to assure a genuine protective cordon.

Otherwise

it would run the danger of having its isolated units and squadrons
destroyed pieoemal by its adversary.
The basic strength by which comm.and of the sea is asserted is
eaaentially a concentrated strength.

The destroyers, cruisers, and

eTen individual capital ships which protect convoys or carry on

blockade would be helpless against a descent of the enemy in force.
The battle fleet exists to prevent, intercept, or punish any such
4eaoant.

Despite a good many recent statements to the effect that tho

48.7 of the concentration of force is over and that no nation would trust
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its entire naval strength to the outcome of a single battle, there have
been no changes in naval technology since the days of Trafalgar which

•

have altered naval strategy in this respect.

If the enemy places or is

able to place a concentrated force into the disputed area, ' one must be
able to meet it with a greater concentrated force or forfeit the freedom of that sea.

This enduring and fundamental postulate of nnval

strategy has been operating just as effectively in the present war in
Europe as in any war of the past.
However, the factor of concentration, by which alone it is possible
to assert an ascendancy over the enemy, reduces the efficacy of the navy
when it is restricted to a purely defensive strategic role, for the
battle fleet cannot patrol more than one restricted area at a time.
While the British Fleet was engaged off Crete and Syria during the
present war, for example, the British surface squadrons had to leave
relatively unmolested .Axis communications with Libya,
by its very nature an offensive force.

A navy is thus

It can be moved about as a unit,

but it cannot safely be spread out--not until the main concentrated
strength of the enemy is

d~stroyed

or neutralized.

Such neutralization

is best effected at the source of the menace, for on the wide oceans

the ohanoe to interpose superior force is less likely to occur.
England has defended hor colonial territories and her Dominions

not

by parading her warships before those territories and dominions,

but by keeping a concentrated, mobile force intact on the threshold

I whatever Power seemed to menace her.

The ability to do this has

80 enabled her to threaten that Power with punishment through a block-

• ot its home territories.

Naval· blockade may have lost some of its

years, but it is still a very real offensive instruIt ini'liots great damage, and the threat of it therefore acts as

-12a deterrent to aggression.

The fact that the British blockade of Europe

has not enabled Britain to win battles on the Continent or to destroy
the submarine counter-blockade erected against her does not depreciate
the value of her blockade.

Germany's aotion of invading Russia, while

still at war with England, appears to be striking testimony to the
effectiveness of the British blockade.
Navies exist to protect one's own sea-borne communications and to
destroy those of the enemy.

By succeeding in those purposes, they can

help win battle$ on land, but they cannot guarantee victory on land,
especially when the enemy does not have to traverse the seas in ships

to fight those battles.

And the effectiveness of the German U-boat

counter-blQckade is in fact due more to England's

deficien~y

atrepgth than to e:rry weakness inherent .in naval power.

in naval

With sufficient

ships and planes to carry out an adequate patrol and escort service,
there is every indication that it could be overcome.
Just as Gibraltar, Suez, and Singapore are strategic outposts
eaaential to Britain's command of the seas round Europe and Asia, so

11"1tain. by virtue of her magnificent strategic position dominating
DOrthern Europe, is an outpost basic to .American command of the seas
As long as this outpost is held, European
• ;1

~i!lri'll88ora

can be successfully contained, and tho threat of a formidable

naval power can be parried at its source.

The dilemma of England

eh lfahan referred, namely that by the mere possession of the means
i l to safeguarding her national existence a!ld independence she

P oommanding the approaches to Germany, is simply a reflection
IJ'll.-ellent strategic situation for offensive action against that

•eoure

An

outpost is Great Bri t-ain now, especially in view
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of the existing threat and the as yet not fully exploited potentialities
of great Continental-based air power?

The answer to this question cannot

yet be expressed in definitive terms; but several facts stand out.
Despite the severe bombing of naval bases ih the south of. England;
the British Navy has continued in apparently undiminished activity.
The main Fleet anchorage at Sea.pa Flow is virtually undamaged, and
German

r~ids

against it have dwindled almost to the vanishing point,

indicating th6ir lack of success.

British merchant ship losses by

German air attack have reached a substantial figure, and when added to
the other losses it is a grievous one for the British, but it does not
by itself constitute a vital menace to British security.

The great

losses by U-boat attack have resulted primarily from a stute of un•
preparedness for this kind of warfare, which is now

~eing

overcome.

!be German air attacks agninst British industries have, according to
the reports of expert Americo.n observers, brought meagre results.
All in all, the

experi~nce

of the war indicates that it is still

premature to consider the British Isles as no longer a secure base for
1lhe operation of a fleet.
Besides, consideration of ·tho "securitY:" of a base must not proceod
the point where the offensive value of a position is ovorlooked.

It

oertainly desirable to have one's base as secure as possibie, but not

for offensive operations.

The defensive

la.1DG• that considers first and foremost the security of a position

• attitude that wins campaigns.

.lnd there is no reason why air

not be capable of inflicting damage on
iiSoitlam>.a rable to that which Germany is able to inflict on Great

1t is ilr;>ortant to distingui~h between the disadvantages thnt
nation because of the mere existence of' a new typo of

-14armament and the disadvantage which
weapon.

foll~ws

from an il!f'eriority in that

The latter is not necessarily enduring.

The- same observations apply to the current presumption that the
trident of sea power is destined to move westward, that is, to the
United States.

This idea .would be tenable if sea power were a dis-

tinct, autonomous entity which a nation could reach for and clasp to
itself.

But sea power is only a tool.

Sea power should be conceived

ot not in the abstract but in terms of British
power, eto.

~ea

power, American sea

And sea power is inevitably dependent upon geography as

well as upon aggregate strength of warships.

It is true that the

Americas will furnish more secure bases than Great Britain, and it mo.y
also be true that the American fleet of the future is destined to be
substantially greater than the floet of even n victorious Britain.

But that does not mean that the American fleet will necessarily be a

..

greater oounter in l'A'.>rld affairs •
A fleet based on the British Isles, if it were superior to any
Continental combination that might be brought against it, would be able
intluenoe the affairs of Europe far more than a fleet twice the size
ed on the Americas.

A strong fleet operating from the British base

Far East than a substantially superior fleet based on Pearl Harbor.

t od states may be a decisive influence in world affairs, but it is

own fleet by itself that ma.kos her so.

This is ono of the facts

N tary Stimson had in :rr.ind when ho said that without the power
tieb fleet and nation, "the power of execution of our own

at onoe shrink to but an impotent fraction of what it could

and cooperative

Gre~t

Britain, the possibility
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of an .AJ!ierican offensive strategy s:gainst a :Eluropean aggressor
practically nil1t

would. - b~

And as Adiniral Cook has tersely put it, "Our naval

policy is the servant of our national policy; but our naval strategy
and tactics, once we are involved in a war, cannot possibly be entirely

defensive if we are to have any hope of either a favorable or early conolusion of hostilities."
This conclusion, however, leaves several disturbing questions.

Can

an .Anglo-American bloc, if it dominates the sea and has at least parity
in the air, really assure that full measure of security which depends

ultimately on some measure of international stability and harmony?
J61at the United States advance its strategic frontiers permanently?

If

11 must be prepared to underwrite British foreign policy, should it not
also have a proportionate voice in detennining that policy? What is
the role of the lesser states in the Atlruitic area in any such arrange-

Although the role of sea power relative to le.rid power has in

s~me

I

reapeota deteriorated in the last hundred years, access to the sea,
t

-tlreotly or indirectly, is still of vital importance to every nation in
e world.
JlliliMw~iee

The ability to control such access is therefore bound to

great powers of international persuasion.

And it should be

has not yet demon. .Wll•d appreciable ' ability to challenge control of the seas outside

In fact, air power outside of coast'al waters, since
exercise continuing influence, operates
and it has shown in the

p~esent

war that it

the advantage of the superior fleet rather than the reverse.
k ep~aode furnishes only one example of this fact.

other hand• it is clear that unless some effective means is

-16found and consistently applied for curbing military aggression within
continental areas. no real security can be the lot of any nation.
Britain. and therefore America. cannot be secure if Germany is allowed
to overrun and dominate Europe.
are not secure.

Certainly the other nations of Europe

Therefore it would seem that the political and military

frontiers of the United States must be permanently established beyond
the seas. in order to ensure that direct security deriving from the fact
that no possible aggressor is too strong. as well as that indirect
security deriving from the fact that the world is at peace.

This would

of course include the norm.al political corollaries. that is. that the
United States must have a voice and a. responsibility in the decisions
which are likely to affect the peace of the world.
Despite the experience of the last two years. it still does not
seem that military conquest of Europe by a single power represents the
normal state of affairs for the future.

The Napoleonic Empire was

succeeded by a hundred years of "balance of power."

The potential

coalition facing GE:rmany in 1938 was much superior in ultimate military
strength. and only a combination of intensive

preparation~

surprise

attack. and diabolical shrewdness enabled Germany to overcome her disadvantage.

It should not be impossible to avoid a recurrence of such

an effort.

To prevent it will require vigilance and unity, but if

Germany is defeated this time one need not be so pessimistic as to
suppose that the experiences of 1939-41 will not have provided a great
object lesson to the countries of Europe.

Some system of sanctions,

military as well as economic. and one much more prompt nnd effective
than that provided in the League period. will have to be instituted.
In the past it has been the Grant Powers which have fought the
great wurs and which have dominated the political decisions of the world.

-17Recent advances in military technology have thrown the

responsibilitie~

for fighting and deciding even more overwhelmingly on the side of the
Great Powers than before.
On the other hand, the events of 1939-41 have also indicated that
the lesser nations cannot again be permitted complete independence of .
decision or that kind of isolatioh which is inherent in neutrality.
In the first place, it has been pro.ved that they cannot defend their
neutrality against Great Powers.

Tho artns of the Great Powers are too

swift in their striking power, too overvihelming in their strength.

In

the second place, the lesser states inevitably occupy vitally strategic
positions.

Some, like

Iceland~

Danish-owned Greenland, and the Latin-

M~

American countries are important not because of
A

a~y

positive str,a tegic

advantage that wouid follow from their use by an Anglo-American bloc
but because they would in the hands of the enemy be a source of great
disadvantage.

Others, like the

Scandi~avian

countries and

~he

Low

Countries can provide important avenues for imposing military ssnctions
against a menacing Germany.

It is clear that if the security of the

Atlantic area is to be sufficiently provided for in the future, the
states in that area which would benefit from it must be prepared to
sacrifice. the old, time-honored privileges embodied in the principles
of neutrality.

